INSTRUCTIONS FOR ENROLLMENT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF GENEVA

Please, note that once you submit your form, you cannot go back and make changes.

Go to the link:

http://rinew.unige.ch/fmi/iwp/cgi?-db=RI_InscriptionIN-&loadframes

Université de Genève   International Relations Office   Inscription

- Choose the “English Version” option (on the top, right)
- Click on “World Agreement” (Accord Monde)
- Click on “Collaboration Agreement - Creating your personal application form”

This is the “Enrolment Form”. Enter the data (see below). At the end, DON’T FORGET TO CLICK ON THE FRAME: “Record data in order to print application form”.

Student’s Identity
Surname (Family Name):
(BLOCK LETTERS)

First (Given) Name(s):

Gender:

Date of Birth (dd/mm/yyyy): USE THE EUROPEAN ORDER: FIRST DAY, THEN MONTH, THEN YEAR

Personal Status: Single

Nationality: IF YOU HAVE MORE THAN ONE PASSPORT, USE THE NATIONALITY OF THE PASSPORT YOU INTEND TO TRAVEL WITH; IF YOU HAVE BOTH AN EU PASSPORT AND ANOTHER NATIONALITY, CHOOSE THE EU PASSPORT. THIS WILL MAKE YOUR LIFE IN GENEVA MUCH EASIER

Full address:
PUT BOTH THE GENEVA SMITH CENTER ADDRESS AND YOUR HOME ADDRESS. On the lines marked “c/o” put:
Smith College, 16, bd Georges-Favon, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland
THEN ENTER YOUR HOME ADDRESS ON THE REMAINING LINES

Email: YOUR EMAIL

Telephone: YOUR TELEPHONE

Frame and length of your stay at the University of Geneva

Frame of stay: Collaboration Agreement

Length of stay: CHOOSE THE AUTUMN TERM, SPRING TERM, OR ACADEMIC YEAR THAT APPLIES

Remarks about the length of your stay: LEAVE BLANK

Home Institution (Your University)

Name of institution: Smith College (ALSO FOR GUEST STUDENTS)
Place: Northampton MA 01063
Country: USA
Academic Co-ordinator at Department/Faculty level

Name: Geneviève Piron
Telephone: 022 328 5072
Email: gpiron@smith.edu

Current studies

In which Faculty / School / Institute are you registered?
Smith College

What is your Field / Discipline of Studies?
Write “SDS”

What is your present level of study?
Bachelor

If “Other Diploma”, please specify:
LEAVE BLANK

What is your current year of studies in this level? Choose the number of complete years you will have done so far towards your degree (CURRENT year is usually 2).

Details of your Study Programme at the University of Geneva
Hosting Faculty / Institute / School:
Faculty of Social Sciences

List of courses that you intend to follow at the University of Geneva:
(! the programme must be the same than the original approved by your University)
Course Code - Course Title - Number of ECTS Credits

LEAVE BLANK

Accommodation

Would you like that the University of Geneva help you in your search for a room?

No

Then, click the “Record data in order to print enrollment application form”, which will take you to a new page with a link to each page of the form you just created. PLEASE, SAVE THESE FORMS AS PDFS OR PRINT THEM, just in case